
A day on horse-back  
An experience you will treasure for a lifetime! The ride of your dream at a relaxing, slow 
pace climbing up and down the lovely hilly countryside. The itinerary follows the criss-
crossing network of unpaved roads, country paths along gorgeous vineyards, olive groves 
and shady wood trails. The Tuscan landscape will appear in its natural beauty, feeling part 
of this absolute perfect balance of wilderness, men work and history. 
By lunch time you will reach the Natural and Historical Park Reserve of Castelvecchi, and 
its ruins of the medieval fortified village hidden by a thick forests of cedars, oaks and 
holms. The place is absolutely superb, a group of local volunteers constantly maintains the 
area and the rest of St. Frediano Church, two mills, the watch tower, the cistern, and the 
urban light-grey stoned foundations. 
You get the time for a delicious Tuscan lunch break washed down with Chianti wine before 
the ride back. The magnificent views of San Gimignano skylines will completely catalyzes 
your eyes on the way back, while the sun goes down.
MORE INFORMATION
Everyday on request, with nice weather
Departure time: 10 am back at 5 pm
Requested number of people: 1 to 5 
Cancellation Policy: Not refundable
Trail rides are subject to weather and trail conditions Riders will spend 6 hours on the 
English Saddle, You will be asked to declare and undersign your horseback riding ability. 
The guide will set a moderate pace suitable for enjoying the surroundings, interspersed 
with trots and canters. Suggested: wear comfortable long trousers and gym shoes.
Price € 200,00 per person
Including full-day horseback riding, English speaking guide, lunch with typical Tuscan 
products, a visit to the ruins of Castelvecchio medieval castle Important 
NOT INCLUDED:
Transfer cost to the riding place  - book the transfer at +39 347 3212241


